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Bad Dreams 

By LT Nova Dicordia 

Nova sat in her shared sleeping cubicle and silently tried not to scream. Since she joined, 

increasingly she had been wracked with nightmares, and they were always the same – she 

had screwed up in such a major way, the whole fleet had been in danger.   

She knew it was pointless to dwell upon her dreams, that they were just that, dreams. Her 

subconscious realising stress and anxiety from overwork or something, or combat-stress. 

Those last few patrols had been brutal, after all. 

This time it was about a navigational error. She didn’t even know anything about plotting 

hyperspace coordinates for a capital ships, so the emperor only knows why she suddenly 

found herself on the bridge doing just that, and failing. A minor miscalculation, a fraction, 

0.1 of a degree and she had trapped the Hammer, too close to a unnamed planet surface 

for their radar to work properly, to escape cleanly. The rebal scum were upon them, 

sending wave after wave of Y-Wings against them. Nova felt the ship – her ship, rocked 

and buck and start to fall apart  

The very air seems to close in around her, hot and suffocating. It make her  chest ache – 

she couldn’t breath, couldn’t take a breath in, the readouts made no sense, she fumbled 

as the Hammer started to implode. Get out of here, a voice screamed in her head, but it 

seemed already to late. 

From somewhere on the bridge, through the wail of alarms she heard and officer 

shouting “We can’t shake them”. Nova turned her head to see the officer face, outlined in 

the blinking alarm lights, the smoke from exploding panels outlining his face - his eyes 

are wide. She saw him swallow before shouting again. “We don’t have the capabilities to 

jump to light speed again.” 

Nova turns back to her station, the radar flickers in an out, there is only white noise over 

the comms. This planet’s magnetic field is playing havoc with everything. She half wants 

to laugh irrationally at the stupidity of it all. Here she is, having clawed his way out from 

under boot of the petty crime-lords which had populated her youth, having clawed her 

way to being a combat pilot for the Emperor’s Fish, proving her worth, her loyalty, and 

now she had failed, and this was the end. 

And now she will meet her end on by a nowhere planet in a fiery inferno, because she 

had made the mistake which had lead to their destruction, and the screaming of the 

Hammer’s dying crew, was the sound she would take with her into the blackness of the 

void. 



A waste, she thinks. A waste. Hammer implodes just seconds after Nova screams her rage 

and defiance at the galaxy. 

And that is when she wakes up, the standard issue blankets soaked in sweat, and 

wrapped around her like some burial shroud. And she is tired, so tired, more tired than 

when she went to sleep at the beginning of her sleep cycle.  

Nova jumps, startled out of her thoughts. 

“Look alive, Lieutenant! – Combat patrol starts now – get to your craft.” The deck 

officer shouts from her doorway. 

“Yes Sir.” Nova mumbles under her breath, and get ready for another day. 
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